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The degradation of organometallic perovskite solar cells (PSCs) is the key bottleneck hampering

their development, which is typically ascribed to the decomposition of perovskite (CH3NH3PbI3).

In this work, the degradation of PSCs is observed to be significant, with the decrease in efficiency

from 18.2% to 11.5% in ambient air for 7 days. However, no obvious decomposition or structural

evolution of the perovskite was observed, except the notable degradation phenomenon of the

device. The degradation of PSCs derives from deteriorated photocurrent and fill factor, which are

proven to be induced by increased trap states for enlarged carrier recombination in degraded PSCs.

The increased trap states in PSCs over storage time are probably induced by the increased defects

at the surface of perovskite. The trap states induced degradation provides a physical insight into the

degradation mechanisms of PSCs. Moreover, as the investigations were performed on real PSCs

instead of individual perovskite films, the findings here present one of their actual degradation

mechanisms. VC 2016 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4943019]

Organometallic perovskite materials (CH3NH3PbX3,

X¼Cl, Br, I) have shown great promise for application as

active materials in solar cells in the past several years.1–4

Owing to the enormous efforts on the structural and material

optimization, the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of lead

halide perovskite based thin film solar cells (PSCs) has

increased to more than 20%,5,6 which approaches to that of

mono-crystalline silicon solar cells. Aside from the power

conversion efficiency, the device stability is another key issue

in determining the application of PSCs in the industry.7 The

degradation of the PSCs should be urgently addressed to

achieve good reproducibility and long lifetime for highly effi-

cient PSCs. The material stability of perovskite and the related

degradation mechanism are typically used to explain the sta-

bility of PSCs.8–10 The origin of the material stability of per-

ovskite is ascribed to the decomposition of perovskite under

different atmospheres and conditions.8,10,11 Moisture is found

to be a critical factor in governing the decomposition of per-

ovskite (CH3NH3PbI3).9,10,12 The decomposition of perov-

skite leads to the formation of PbI2
9,12,13 or hydrate

product9,13 according to different studies, causing the decrease

in the absorption across the visible region and a distinct

change in crystal structure of the material.

However, concerns need to be paid on the explanations

for the stability of PSCs on the basis of material stability. The

findings focusing on the degradation mechanisms of perov-

skite are typically obtained from individual perovskite films

rather than from complete solar cells.8,9 Though the roles of

these degradation mechanisms on the electronic processes (for

example, carrier recombination and carrier transport proc-

esses) in the PSCs can be deduced to some extent, exploring

direct evidences needs the packing of the films into devices.

Meanwhile, the circumstance of the perovskite in PSCs is also

different from that of the individual perovskite film, as the

presence of hole transport material (HTM) and metal elec-

trode protect the perovskite film13,14 from outer circumstan-

ces, which are factors that are crucial in determining the

degradation of perovskite films. Therefore, the degradation of

PSCs is not suitable to be simply explained by the degradation

mechanisms of the perovskite, which needs to be carefully

explored. Moreover, the degradation of the optoelectronic

devices including solar cells correlates with the physical proc-

esses and/or interfacial features9,15,16 in addition to the mate-

rial stability. However, these factors are not able to be

examined by individual films but of great importance and

require more explorations.

In this work, the degradation of the PSCs is observed to

be significant in ambient condition, which is caused by the

increased trap states proved by current-voltage characteris-

tics and open-circuit voltage decay measurements. The

decomposition or structure evolution of the perovskite film

has not been detected by the x-ray diffraction patterns and

the absorption spectra. All of the investigations were per-

formed on PSCs or the perovskite films extracted from PSCs

by removal of Au electrode and HTM. Hence, it is concluded

that the degradation by trap states is one of the real mecha-

nisms for the degradation of PSCs.

CH3NH3PbI3 films were fabricated using a modified se-

quential deposition process as illustrated in our previous

work.17,18 The solar cells employ the planar architecture of F-

doped tin oxide (FTO)/compact TiO2/CH3NH3PbI3 (�300 nm)/

HTM/Au electrode. The HTM used here is 2, 20, 7, 70-
tetrakis[N, N-di(4-methoxyphenyl)amino]-9, 90-spirobifluorene

(spiro-MeOTAD) with the standard additives including tert-
butylpyridine and lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide.

For examining the perovskite film in the PSCs, Au electrode

and HTM are occasionally removed. The removal of Au elec-

trode was carried out by tape peeling method with scotch tape,19

which can remove Au electrode perfectly from the organic
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HTM due to the weak bonding between metal-organic materials.

The removal of HTM layer from the residual PSC stack (FTO/

TiO2/perovskite/HTM) was achieved by washing the stacks

with chlorobenzene for 3 times, because HTM can be quickly

dissolved in chlorobenzene whereas perovskite is insoluble. The

degradation process of the PSCs was carried out in ambient

atmosphere without encapsulation for 168 h (7 days).

Photocurrent-voltage (J-V) curves of the PSCs monitored imme-

diately after fabrication (fresh), 24 h, 96 h and 168 h after fabri-

cation are shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that the fresh PSC

shows excellent performance, with a short circuit current (JSC)

of 21.9 mA cm�2, an open circuit voltage (VOC) of 1.08 V, and

a fill factor (FF) of 76.9%, leading to a PCE of 18.2%.

However, the performance of the PSCs degrades consistently

with the increase in storage time. As shown in Fig. 1, VOC

shows small degradation from 1.08 V to 1.04 V after stored for

168 h. However, JSC and FF decrease obviously, leading to the

low PCE of 11.0%. Table I gives the average values of photo-

voltaic parameters from multiple identical PSCs. The average

PCE of the PSCs is degraded to approach 50% after stored for

168 h (7 days) in ambient air.

To study the degradation kinetics of the PSCs, the elec-

trical parameters of the solar cells, including the series resist-

ance (Rs), the shunt resistance (Rsh), the reverse saturation

current (J0), and the diode ideality factor (m), were extracted

from J-V curves using Origin software by fitting them with

the equation

J ¼ JSC � J0 exp
�q V þ AJRsð Þ

mkBT
� 1

� �
� V þ AJRs

ARsh
;

where A and m represent for the device area and the diode

ideality factor, respectively. The calculated values are listed

in Table II. It is clear that all of the electrical parameters are

worse in degraded PSCs. Rs increases with the degradation

time of the PSCs, which reflects increased bulk resistance,

leading to lowered JSC and FF. Rsh is large enough for both

of degraded and fresh PSCs, causing minor change of VOC.

These results are consistent with the degradation in the pho-

tovoltaic performance of the PSCs. J0 correlates with the car-

rier recombination in p- and n-region, so higher J0 from

degraded PSCs corresponds to higher carrier recombination

in these regions than that from the fresh PSC.

The calculated ideality factor (m) of the PSCs is larger

than 2 (Table II), which is higher than the typical values for

other solar cells (1–2) or phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester

(PCBM)-based PSCs (�1.8).20 Different from other solar

cells, PSCs are reported to yield ion migration under electric

field, which probably cause the PSCs deviating from the ideal

diodes (a high ideality factor). In PCBM-PSCs, the ions can

be tied up through the formation of a PCBM–halide radical,21

leading to a much rational ideality factor.20 A high ideality fac-

tor indicates the recombination current in the space charge

region is the main contribution to the dark current. The high

ideality factor with increasing degradation time indicates

enhanced carrier recombination in the degraded PSCs. Hence,

the dark current of the fresh and degraded PSCs is characterized

and shown in Fig. 2(a). The dark current at the low voltage scale

(mainly determined by the recombination current) is higher in

the degraded PSC, whereas the current after the threshold volt-

age (mainly determined by the diffusion current) is lower. As

the recombination of the PSCs is evidenced to be governed by

the trap states,20 the higher recombination current in the

degraded PSC indicates more severe recombination and more

trap states in its space charge region. The lower current after the

threshold voltage in the degraded PSC corresponds to its high

Rs. Hence, it can be deduced that the number of the traps states

is enlarged in the degraded PSCs, which leads to the increased

carrier losses and the deteriorated performance of the PSCs.

Open circuit voltage decay (OCVD) characters also

reveal the increased carrier recombination and trap states in

the degraded PSCs. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the decay curves

of VOC at different irradiation intensities or measured at dif-

ferent storage times are all composed of a slow decay, which

is similar to the previous report.22 The slow decay compo-

nent of VOC, which shows a power law decay and represents

for the depolarization of the perovskite,22 is accelerated after

the degradation. This implies the change of the perovskite.

Meanwhile, at the initial stage (immediately after the irradia-

tion off) of the VOC decay curve, the decrease in VOC is

obviously faster in the degraded PSC, implying the faster

recombination of the photogenerated carriers induced by the

FIG. 1. J-V curves of the PSCs measured with a reverse scan rate of

150 mV/s after different storage times.

TABLE I. Photovoltaic parameters of the fresh and degraded PSCs. The

standard deviation of the PSCs was obtained from 5 identical solar cells.

PSCs JSC (mA cm�2) VOC (V) FF (%) PCE (%) Max. PCE (%)

Fresh 21.2 6 0.7 1.06 6 0.01 73.8 6 2.3 16.6 6 0.9 18.2

24 h 19.9 6 1.3 1.06 6 0.01 73.6 6 1.3 15.6 6 1.3 17.0

96 h 18.6 6 1.9 1.04 6 0.02 69.3 6 2.0 13.5 6 1.9 15.6

168 h 16.1 6 1.5 1.01 6 0.03 53.8 6 7.4 8.8 6 2.1 11.5

TABLE II. Fitted electrical parameters of the fresh and degraded PSCs.

Solar cells Rs (X) Rsh (kX) J0 (mA cm�2) M JSC (mA cm�2)

Fresh 60.61 1395 2.12E-6 2.60 21.99

24 h 157.59 1138 8.09E-6 2.86 20.54

96 h 354.27 359 2.31E-5 3.01 20.07

168 h 653.70 117 5.32E-5 3.22 16.58
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enlarged number of the trap states. In our previous work, we

show that the fast decay in OCVD curves corresponds to the

presence of more trap states and the poor performance of

PSCs,17,18 which are consistent with the case of the degraded

PSCs. Moreover, the increased trap states also lead to the

slow response of the photocurrent. As shown in Fig. 2(c), JSC

of the degraded PSC increases more slowly after the light on

than that of the fresh PSC, further proving the increased trap

states during the degradation of PSCs.

Therefore, the increased trap states contribute to the

degraded performance of the PSCs. The material origin of

the formation of the trap states is investigated and discussed.

It may be speculated that the HTM is the material origin for

the trap states, which is degraded after storage.23–25 To tes-

tify the speculation, the PSCs based on the degraded PSCs,

by renewing the HTM and the Au electrode through remov-

ing them from the degraded PSCs and depositing new films,

were fabricated. The device performance is recovered by a

bit through refreshing HTM (data are not shown here in the

interest of saving space), indicating that the trap states are

not mainly formed in HTM; otherwise, the device perform-

ance will be greatly recovered. Hence, the trap states induced

degradation is directly correlated with the perovskite.

The trap states in perovskite are reported to mainly dis-

tribute at the surface (including the film surface and the grain

boundaries) of the perovskite,26 so the increased trap states

probably correlate with the enlarged perovskite surface

(small grains). Hence, the morphology features of the fresh

and degraded perovskite films are characterized with scan-

ning electron microscope (SEM), as shown in Fig. 3. The

fresh perovskite film shows the typical polycrystalline mor-

phology, with grain size from tens to several hundreds of

nanometers. The degraded perovskite film, obtained from the

degraded PSCs by removing Au electrode and HTM, shows

similar morphology and grain size, excluding the effect of

the morphology evolution on the degradation of the PSCs.

The formation of the trap states in PSCs during degrada-

tion is probably due to the formation of PbI2 or other prod-

ucts, which act as scattering or trap centers in perovskite.

Hence, the XRD patterns of fresh and degraded PSCs were

measured by removal of Au electrode, which enables the

characterization of the actually degraded perovskite films in

PSCs. As shown in Fig. 4(a), both of the XRD patterns from

fresh and degraded PSCs can be indexed to the diffraction

FIG. 2. (a) Dark J-V curves, (b) VOC decay, and (c) transient JSC (normalized at maxima) of the fresh and degraded PSCs. The VOC decay curves were meas-

ured at different irradiation intensities to achieve different voltages. The fresh and the degraded PSCs were measured at different storage time (i.e., immedi-

ately after fabrication and storage for 7 days, respectively).

FIG. 3. SEM images of the (a) fresh and (b) degraded perovskite films. The

perovskite films were obtained by removing Au electrode and HTM from

the PSCs.

FIG. 4. (a) XRD patterns and (b) absorption spectra of the fresh and

degraded PSCs with removal of Au electrode.
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peaks of perovskite. The average grain size estimated from

the XRD patterns with Scherrer formula is around 70 nm for

both the fresh and degraded perovskite films, which is con-

sistent with the SEM measurement. No diffraction peaks

from PbI2, typically with an intense peak located at 12.5�,
can be observed. Meanwhile, no diffraction peaks from inter-

mediates including perovskite hydrate (with an intense dif-

fraction peak locating at 10.46� (Ref. 9)) are observed.

However, the relative peak intensity of (310) plane to that of

(110) plane of the perovskite is decreased after degradation.

From the XRD spectra in our previous work,18 it is also

observed that the relative peak intensity of (310) plane to

that of (110) plane of the perovskite varies with the anneal-

ing parameters of the perovskite. In general, a low intensity

of (310) plane corresponds to the perovskite films annealed

at high temperature or for a long time, the conditions in

which perovskite tends to or is decomposed. Hence, it can be

speculated that the change in the relative intensity of the dif-

fraction peaks correlates with the change of the perovskite

structure, and the (310) plane tends to change more gravely

with the annealing parameters. Here, with increasing storage

time, the lower intensity of the (310) plane also indicates

that a more severe change occurs at this plane, pointing to

the fact that the crystal structure of the perovskite starts to

deform with the increase in the degradation time. The defor-

mation of the perovskite sites causes the formation of frag-

ments instead of crystalline compounds in the perovskite,

because no diffraction peaks from other compounds have

been observed in the degraded perovskite. In addition, con-

sidering the fact that the morphology of the perovskite

changes little after the degradation, hence, only a part of per-

ovskite sites at the surface (film surface and grain bounda-

ries) are possibly changed during degradation. The chemical

origin for the change of the perovskite is probably the migra-

tion of the ions, which cause the change in the crystal struc-

ture of the perovskite and simultaneously induce defects,

including the vacancies or interstitials at the surface of the

perovskite. The interaction between perovskite and the addi-

tives in HTM or the moisture may also promote the forma-

tion of the trap states at the surface of the perovskite. Further

investigations need to be carried out.

The optical absorption spectra of the PSCs (by removal

of Au electrode) were also characterized. As shown in Fig.

4(b), the absorption spectra of the fresh and degraded PSCs

show similar shape, exhibiting the typical absorption feature

of the perovskite. The characteristic absorption of PbI2 (as

shown in Fig. 4(b) from pure PbI2 film) locates at the region

higher than 2.4 eV, in which scale the absorption of the

degraded PSC is much lower. Therefore, the degradation of

the PSCs is not caused by the decomposition of the perov-

skite to PbI2, which otherwise will compensate the absorp-

tion at high energy scale in the degraded PSC. The lower

absorption intensity of the degraded PSC, in comparison to

that of the fresh one, indicates that a part of the perovskite

sites are changed by degradation, which is in accordance

with the XRD results. As the absorption spectra changes lit-

tle after degradation, it can be speculated that the formed

fragments yield low absorption coefficient, which only cause

the reduction in the absorption intensity without modifying

the shape of the absorption spectra.

Therefore, the increased number of the trap states over

degradation time is not caused by either morphology evolu-

tion or the decomposition of perovskite to PbI2 or perovskite

hydrate. Instead, it is due to the formation of the fragments

deriving from the change in the crystal structure of partial

perovskite sites at the perovskite surface. As the energy level

of the perovskite is created by the unoccupied Pb p orbital

and occupied I p orbital in the perovskite structure,27 the

change in the partial perovskite sites from their ideal crystal

structure will induce the formation of additional energy lev-

els at the perovskite surface. These additional energy levels

can act as trapping centers for carriers; hence, the trap states

are increased in the degraded PSCs and cause the deteriora-

tion in device performance.

In conclusion, the degradation of the perovskite solar

cells is proved to be assisted by increased trap states, which

cause enlarged carrier recombination and lowered device

photovoltaic performance. Moreover, no decomposition or

morphology evolution of the perovskite film was observed,

demonstrating its good component and structure stability in

the perovskite solar cells. The trap states of the perovskite

solar cells need to be further explored to achieve highly effi-

cient and stable perovskite solar cells. This work provides

physical insights in the degradation mechanism of the perov-

skite solar cells, which also highlights the importance of

exploring methods to reduce the trap states for highly effi-

cient and stable perovskite solar cells.
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